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Atmospheric leptons are of continuous interest for several scientific communities. At low and intermediate energies, atmospheric neutrinos are the signal for studies of fundamental neutrino properties and at high energies, they constitute the background for the characterization of the features of the astrophysical neutrino flux. We have studied in depth the relation between observable inclusive lepton fluxes/ratios and hadronic interactions by using a novel numerical transport equation solver MCEq. It enables us to characterize, with an unprecedented precision, relevant particle interaction energies, important hadron species, and the secondary particle production phase-space in terms of typical accelerator observables. Based on our findings, we improved existing interaction models SIBYLL and DPMJET and created an efficient scheme to propagate correlated model uncertainties into derived lepton fluxes. We present state-of-the-art calculations of inclusive lepton fluxes and discuss possible directions towards reducing uncertainties below 10%.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric muons and neutrinos are copiously created in extensive air showers that emerge from interactions of cosmic rays with the atmosphere. Spanning many orders of magnitude, from MeV to hundreds of PeV, the flux of these leptons can be employed as a beam for studies of fundamental neutrino properties at low energies. At high energies, atmospheric neutrinos constitute the background for the identification of astrophysical neutrinos. At lower energies, conventional atmospheric leptons come mostly from decays of charged pions and kaons. Above several tens of TeV, the so called prompt leptons originate from decays of short-lived, heavy-flavor mesons, such as $D^+$, $D^0$, $D^{+}\bar{s} + c.c.$.

This contribution concentrates on our latest results regarding the uncertainties of our calculations. The most sophisticated investigation of theoretical uncertainties of atmospheric fluxes is the study by Barr et al. [1], where the authors discussed the main sources of errors: 1) from modeling of hadronic interactions and 2) from the parameterization of the cosmic ray flux. The study was tailored for the relevant energy ranges of that time, the energy range of Super-K, and was ultimately limited by the Monte Carlo method, which becomes inefficient at high energies. The hadronic uncertainty estimates were derived by propagating weights for each neutrino type, based on the production properties of the mother meson. Separate regions in particle production phase space were defined, based on the secondary energy fraction and the energy of the nucleon-air collision, which correspond roughly to the availability of experimental data and the underlying physical process. Depending on the observable, errors were claimed not to exceed 30% below 1 TeV and are of the order of 10% at lower energies. While at low energies pion production is relatively well studied at fixed-target experiments and thus results in smaller error estimates, at high energies the absence of full phase-space kaon measurements on light nuclear targets dominates the prediction error. This has not changed until today, and therefore, the results of [1] are still valid.

What has changed, though, is the knowledge of the primary cosmic ray fluxes, which is the second largest source of uncertainty. Motivated by the availability of new direct and indirect cosmic ray measurements and the typically conservative approaches to cosmic ray flux uncertainties, we developed a new data-driven approach to parametrize the elemental flux, the composition and the error on the fluxes cosmic ray nuclei in the range between 10 GV and $10^{12}$ GeV. The new model is called Global Spline Fit (GSF) and is discussed in more detail in a different contribution [2]. Some features of GSF relevant for the current contribution are also given in Section 2.

So, why is a new calculation of uncertainties needed? First, the pioneering work [1] had to neglect correlations between the different phase space regions and symmetries between those regions wrt. particle and anti-particle production, which we can technically handle in the new scheme. Secondly, the hadronic interaction model in [1], TARGET, relies completely on data and includes a minimal fraction of the underlying theory, making the extrapolation to high energies less certain, than for example by using SIBYLL 2.3 [3]. We employ full hadronic interaction models, which are used as event generators for air shower simulations and physics at colliders. Thirdly, by using GSF we can reduce the cosmic ray flux errors to a minimum and disentangle the ambiguity between the hadronic and cosmic ray uncertainties. The combination of these advantages will allow us to invert the exercise and use inclusive atmospheric lepton measurements, some of which exceed the prediction in terms of precision, to constrain the extrapolation of hadronic interaction models [4],
or, for the first time to constrain hadronic model parameters directly and less ambiguously. Further, the technological advancement of neutrino detectors promises significant reduction of systematic uncertainties of measurements in intermediate energy ranges, e.g. [5], which will be ultimately limited by theory at some point. Finally, the origin of astrophysical neutrinos is still a widely open question. A better estimate of the expected conventional and prompt neutrino backgrounds (better would be its detection), would allow for more solid statements about the properties of the diffuse flux, thus enabling theorists to narrow the number of candidates in multi-messenger approaches.

2. Calculation method and models

For the calculation of the fluxes we use our open-sourced numerical solver MCEq\(^1\). The code has been outlined in [11] and more details will be published later this year. To summarize, the method is based on the direct numerical solution of the transport equations for particles in the Earth’s atmosphere, the hadronic coupled cascade equations. A comprehensive overview of how to approximate the solution analytically is described in [12] and publications therein. The numerical solution has some advantages: it permits non power-law primary spectra, a curved geometry and arbitrary shapes of air density profiles. In addition, there is direct access to tables of inclusive differential cross sections for secondary particle production, which can be modified directly, in run-time, without the need for recomputing \(Z\) factor integrals.

We use a new model of the cosmic ray flux, which is based on fitting splines to the available cosmic ray measurements (details will be discussed presented in [2]). Popular cosmic ray flux models are superimposed in Figure 1. GSF is a significant departure from the previous parameterizations above the knee, while below the knee, the error band tends to cover the model variations.

\(^{1}\)https://github.com/afedynitch/MCEq

Figure 1: Nucleon fluxes at the top of the atmosphere. The new spline fit (GSF) is accompanied by a \(1\sigma\) error band. Each flux model is shown in the energy range for which it was designed for. The numerical implementation of the shown models [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] (in descending order) are available in CRFLUXMODELS, an MCEQ sub-package.
the sub-TeV region, the fit is mainly driven by recent direct observations. As a consequence of the hardening of the proton and helium spectra, it disagrees with the shape of the ‘GH’ model, which has been used in all low energy neutrino flux calculations as the base-line model. The GSF errors on the nucleon flux are a few percent below 10 TeV and increase to $\gtrsim 15\%$ up to the highest energies, where it blows up due a poorly known proton fraction. As we will see, the shape difference between knee and ankle strongly influences the prompt flux predictions.

Hadronic interactions are modeled using inclusive particle distributions obtained by directly running Monte Carlo event generators. Since some of the programs become inaccurate below $\sqrt{s} \sim 10$ GeV, we chose DPMJET-III \[13\] to extend the coverage to lower energies. While DPMJET contains the necessary physical models, its performance has not been recently verified at these energies, thus leading to potential inaccuracy below $\sim 30$ GeV lepton energy. The transition occurs at 80 GeV via smooth interpolation of secondary particle yields. On longer term, the calculation will be improved by using better low energy models. Below 5 - 10 GeV lepton energy, further effects, such as the geomagnetic cutoff and 3D enhancement become relevant, which are also not included here. Although both shortcomings affect the absolute value of the predicted flux, the uncertainty estimates are not expected to significantly change.

3. Uncertainties of inclusive atmospheric lepton fluxes and ratios

Figure 2 displays our results on top of measurements. All post-LHC models are compatible with each other within the error bands. The error bands obtained for each of the models separately agree to a high degree, except for SIBYLL-2.1. The hadronic uncertainties shown here are universal and by changing the hadronic interaction model, only the “central value” of the prediction changes but not its relative error. Vertical muons (top left panel) are measured with a better precision than the prediction error. The cosmic ray flux uncertainty in this energy range is very small driven, again, by the AMS-02 results. Thus, the remaining differences can be attributed to the hadronic model and the atmosphere. For this calculation the atmosphere is fixed to the location of L3+c \[14\] using the NRLMSISE-00 model \[19\]. A part of the mismatch with the BeSS-TeV data, can be attributed to this choice. The new SIBYLL-2.3c \[20\] is somewhat low, which we can confirm by comparing it to accelerator distributions. The comparison to the horizontal MUTRON result in the top right panel, probes pion production at higher energies, with smaller influence from additional kaon decays, since pion absorption is less pronounced for more inclined showers. The errors are statistical only and the absence of systematic uncertainty estimates reduces the significance of this comparison.

Our muon neutrino predictions are well within experimental errors (lower left panel). At low energies, neutrino oscillations influence the Super-K measurement, which are not included in the calculations. At higher energies, our favored model SIBYLL-2.3c lies directly on top of the ANTARES measurement, which is a remarkable result, given that we didn’t tune the model to any atmospheric lepton observables. In the range 10 GeV to 10 TeV, EPOS-LHC \[21\], QGSJET-II-04 \[22\] and SIBYLL-2.3C approximately coincide with the HKKMS’15 \[23\] reference model. The different shapes around 100 GeV can be mostly attributed to GSF.

The electron neutrino flux is experimentally not well known at high energies and our calculation unsurprisingly agrees with the available data. At the very high energy, one can clearly see the
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Figure 2: Atmospheric lepton flux (upper panels) and particle ratios (lower panels). The gray error band belongs to the SIBYLL-2.3c line. Each hadronic model is surrounded by a very similar band, which is omitted for clarity. Experimental data from [4, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
transition from the conventional to the prompt flux for both SIBYLL-2.3 models. At lower energies, the shape differs from the HKKMS’15 prediction, mostly due to the hardening of the proton and helium spectra in the GSF cosmic ray flux model.

The situation on ratios is less clear from the experimental perspective. The only particle-antiparticle ratio that is well measured is the muon charged ratio. As it can be clearly seen in the top left panel, the precision of the measurements exceeds the theoretical uncertainty. This fact will allow us to constrain the very uncertain associated production of \( K^+ \) in \( p + A \to \Lambda + K^+ + X \), which is one of the largest uncertainties for conventional lepton fluxes at high energies, where muons more abundantly come from kaon decays. OPERA have shown [4] how their measurement of the muon charge ratio in the TeV range constrains associated production. The mismatch in the description of the muon charge ratio at high energies is extremely challenging to fix when developing hadronic interaction models based on fixed-target observations only, since interaction energies are close to \( \sim 100 \) TeV and it is unclear how to extrapolate the associated production.

The neutrino ratios in the other panels reveal one of the reasons why we found it necessary to improve SIBYLL-2.3, by releasing the “c” version. From a detailed inspection of available kaon fixed-target data, we concluded that the \( K^+ \) production as implemented in version 2.3 tends to be overestimated, however not for the same reason as for SIBYLL-2.1. We released therefore version 2.3c, that restores forward Feynman scaling behavior with minimal impact on all other air shower observables or charm production, and has improved treatment of kaons. We find that the HKKMS’15 calculation up to its highest energies is covered by our uncertainty band.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3:** Prompt lepton fluxes scaled with \( E^2 \) (left) and \( E^3 \) (right). Our uncertainty bands include combined hadronic and cosmic ray errors. PROSA [24] and GRRST [25] calculations are shown in their H3a versions and include all QCD uncertainties. The SIBYLL-2.3c prediction is separately shown for H3a and the new GSF, while the dotted line represents the perturbatively produced charm only. IceCube band and prompt limit from [26].

One of the key features of SIBYLL-2.3 is the production of charmed hadrons that allows us to estimate prompt lepton production in air showers and thus in inclusive lepton calculations. We have outlined some of the model ideas in the past [3, 27]. Although the model for perturbative charm production is less sophisticated than in recent calculations of prompt leptons, as for example those in Figure 3, having charm production in SIBYLL has some advantages. First, the model is
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capable of full air shower simulations and therefore, it allows us to include the prompt component in detector simulations, and second, it contains models for non-perturbative charm production, which are needed to describe low-energy, fixed-target data.

The remarkable feature of our new calculation is that due to the GSF flux, the spectral index above few tens of TeV deviates from calculations with H3a or similar models. However, within the prompt error bands, all models are still compatible. From the left panel one can guess, that the shape differences might have an impact on astrophysical neutrino analyses, derived from statistical arguments [26]. By inspecting the differences between the dotted and the SIBYLL-2.3c H3a line in the right panel, one can estimate the importance of the non-perturbative components.

4. Conclusion

We have presented a subset of the latest results of our inclusive flux calculations, focusing on the new primary flux model GSF, the updated SIBYLL-2.3c and uncertainties. GSF provides a consistent error estimate for the cosmic-ray fluxes over the entire energy range. It has a large impact at high energy, modifying the expectation of the prompt neutrino fluxes. The improved kaon production in the new SIBYLL-2.3c release solves a subtle model feature that impacted atmospheric muon and neutrino calculations. Finally, we demonstrated the calculation of hadronic uncertainties following the approach of [1] using a fast, fully numerical scheme, which is slightly improved by extending it to higher energies and by including a similar uncertainty estimation for charmed particles. One key observation is that recent interaction models are compatible within the errors, and that lepton error bands obtained from this scheme do not depend on the choice of the hadronic interaction model.
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